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A comparative study of proton-driven and radio-frequency-driven polariza- 
tion-transfer processes in NM R of rare spins is presented in view of investigating 
order in partially disordered solids. The results exemplify the complementary 
use of the two techniques: proton-driven polarization transfer for recording 
quasi-equilibrium spectra that characterize long-range order, and radio- 
frequency-driven transfer for the measurement of geometrical rate factors from 
which information about local order is obtained. Procedures are described for 
the evaluation of polarization-transfer data. The techniques are applied to the 
study of order in amorphous samples of atactic polystyrene and syndiotactic 
poly(methyl methacrylate). In polystyrene, orientational correlation among the 
phenyl groups is found within a range of 5 Ä. In poly(methyl methacrylate), 
local order is below the detection limit,
1. Introduction
The internuclear magnetic dipolar interaction, that can be observed by solid-state 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), has become a rich source of structural information 
[1, 2]. For isolated pairs of spins, the dipolar interaction causes a line splitting that 
can easily be measured and interpreted. For samples with many coupled spins, the 
dipolar interaction can be utilized for a spatial transfer of polarization, often called 
spin diffusion [3, 4]. The transfer process yields useful information on the local 
structure in crystalline and amorphous materials [5-12]. Since the dipolar coupling 
strength rapidly decreases with increasing internuclear distance, NMR well com­
plements X-ray and neutron diffraction for studying local order in amorphous solids 
where the lack of translational symmetry renders the use of scattering techniques 
difficult [13].
Two-dimensional (2D) polarization-transfer NMR spectroscopy [14] was used 
for measuring the relative orientation of chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) tensors 
in powder samples by Edzes and Bernards [15] and by Henrichs and Linder [16]. 
More recently, Tycko and Dabbagh [8-10] and Robyr et a l  [11,12] obtained
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structural information on crystalline and glassy materials from 2D polarization-
transfer correlation maps.
Two-dimensional polarization-transfer spectra can be recorded either as quasi­
equilibrium spectra with an extended polarization-transfer period or in the initial 
rate regime using a short polarization-transfer, period. Quasi-equilibrium spectra 
provide little distance information but allow one to correlate the relative orientation 
of CSA tensors in polycrystalline samples [ 8, 11] and in amorphous substances 
[9, 10]. They also provide information on heterogeneous systems with domain sizes
exceeding 100 A [17].
The quantitative evaluation of distances within the unit cell of crystalline phases 
or of short-range order in amorphous materials requires measuring polarization- 
transfer rate constants between specific sites. According to a second-order perturbation 
treatment of spin diffusion [3] the polarization-transfer rate constant WtJ between 
the spins i and j  is given by
fly =  2 — 2 Sijb?]Fij(fy’ (1)
where &erf,y denotes the effective dipolar coupling frequency containing the dipolar 
scaling factor stj that depends on the Hamiltonian active in the polarization-transfer 
period of the experiment. The dipolar coupling frequency
6" - - £ f i <3cosJe“ - |) (2>
depends purely on geometrical factors, namely the internuclear distance rtj and the 
angle 0fj between the static magnetic field and the internuclear vector. For laboratory- 
frame polarization transfer, the scaling factor is 1 for all i and j, while for 
on-resonance rotating-frame experiments su =  — j. The term iJ/O) is the intensity 
of the normalized zero-quantum (ZQ) transition spectrum i^(co) (flip-flop transition 
of two spins) at zero frequency [3, 18]. The perturbation approach which leads to 
equation (1) requires that the effective dipolar coupling bmAj is smaller than the 
homogeneous line-width of the zero-quantum spectrum. The proportionality of Wu 
to Fy (0) is the major difficulty in interpreting the polarization-transfer rate constants 
in terms of internuclear distances. The shape of Fij(cD) depends on the dipolar 
interaction of spins i and j  to extraneous spins, and its frequency shift is given by 
the resonance frequency difference of the two spins as visualized in figure 1. 
Procedures to separate the two factors bfj and i^ (0) will be discussed in this paper.
Two experimental schemes for the measurement of polarization transfer among
F ij ~
Figure 1 . Zero-quantum spectrum F{J(co) of the flip-flop transition of two spins St and Sj
with the rotating frame frequencies and Qj.
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low-y S spins (e.g. 13C or l 5N ) in the presence of abundant high-y spins (usually *H) 
will be analysed and applied. In the proton-driven polarization-transfer experiment 
of figure 2 (a), polarization transfer among the S spins occurs in the presence of the 
l -S  and ƒ - /  dipolar interactions that govern the line shape of the ZQ spectrum 
Fijip)). The spread of 5-spin chemical shieldings might well exceed the width of the 
ZQ spectrum and introduce a strong dependence of the polarization-transfer rate 
constant on the spectral separation of the spins. In addition, the orientation- 
dependent heteronuclear couplings can cause a variation of the ZQ spectrum with 
the orientation of the sample. Such a situation is common for carbons with directly 
bonded protons. Both dependences propagate to the observed rate constants and 
complicate their interpretation in terms of spatial information.
During the mixing period of radio-frequency (RF)-driven polarization-transfer 
experiments (figure 2 (b ) \  the S-spin magnetization is spin-locked in the transversal 
plane [19] and thus decoupled from the I  spins. The width of the ZQ spectrum is 
narrowed and its peak intensity increased compared to the proton-driven case since 
it is determined solely by the homonuclear dipolar interactions among the S spins. 
At the same time, the apparent resonance frequency difference of the spins S( and Sj 
is reduced, moving the ZQ flip-flop transition close to zero frequency. If the frequency 
of the flip-flop transitions is smaller than the zero-quantum line-width, a strongly 
enhanced polarization-transfer rate constant is obtained that becomes, under ideal 
conditions, virtually independent on frequency offsets.
In this paper, we analyse the two polarization-transfer experiments for their 
application to semicrystalline and amorphous materials. We provide an appropriate 
data analysis procedure for the proton-driven transfer that takes into account the 
shape of the ZQ spectrum. The polarization-transfer experiments are applied to 
atactic and isotactic polystyrene (a-PS and i-PS, respectively) and to syndiotactic 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (s-PMMA). For amorphous atactic polystyrene informa­





1 prep, 1 evol. mixing detcc
Figure 2. Experimental schemes for (a) proton-driven and (£>) RF-driven polarization 
transfer. During the mixing time, 5 -spin magnetization is stored along the r-axis in the 
proton-driven experiment, whereas it is spin-locked along the x-axis of the rotating frame 
in the RF-driven polarization-transfer experiment. Homonuclear decoupling of the [ 
spins is applied during the spin-locking period.
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We focus in the following on static samples. The necessary chemical site 
resolution is obtained by isotopic enrichment. However, similar experiments can be 
extended to rotating samples by using zero-angle-spinning (ZAS) [20]. The 2D 
polarization-transfer pulse scheme performed at zero angle is flanked by one or two 
additional time periods during which the sample rotates at the magic angle. In the 
resulting three-dimensional (3D) or four-dimensional (4D) spectra, the 2D powder 
exchange patterns are resolved in the first and/or the fourth dimension according to 
the isotropic chemical shifts of the S spins.
2, Polarization-transfer rate constants and geometrical rate factors
between two spin groups
Equation (1) gives the polarization-transfer rate constant for two isolated spins 
Si and Sj in the presence of an external broadening mechanism. The situation in a 
typical static solid sample, either with natural abundance or isotopically enriched S 
spins, is different: the cross-peak intensity at the frequency coordinates =  QA and 
(o2 =  originates from the transfer between many spins with resonance frequencies 
in the small resolution intervals QA +  d/2  and Qn ±  d/2. This requires a reinterpre­
tation of the polarization-transfer rate constant and complicates the separation of 
the geometrical and spectral parts in equation (1).
We consider at first N  coupled non-equivalent spins Sk with the polarization pk(t) 
and whose resonance lines do not overlap. The polarization transfer is determined 
by the matrix W. Its elements W{j are given by equation (1) and Wn ~  Wj-
Neglecting relaxation effects, the polarization vector p — (p l9. . . ,  pN) evolves accord­
ing to the master equation
(3)
di
Assuming an initial state with a single spin polarized, pk(0) =  Pj(0)Skj, the solution 
for Pi(xm) is
PiCO =  [exp (W -zJ i i jP j i0). (4)
Since the total polarization is preserved and assuming that all spins communicate, 
the final state is an equal distribution among all spins:
lim =  pP  =  P^ - .  (5)
T,n CO A'
Thus,
Pi(?m) =  [exp (Wxm) (6)
The cross-peak intensity in the 2D polarization-transfer spectrum Iu(rm) is propor­
tional to Pi(rm) and one obtains
^j(Tm) “  [exP ( ^ O li j N /f j 1. (7)
\ For a sufficiently short mixing time the initial rate approximation holds and 
the cross-peak intensity 7U(zm) is [14]
(8)
We assume now that K  groups of nQ lines in the frequency interval Qq ±  <5/2 overlap.
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Generally, only their sum polarizations PQ can be detected,
Pq = I  Pi-ieQ (9)
The sum runs over all spins i that have their resonance frequency in the interval 
Qq ±  d/2. To follow the time evolution of the sum polarizations, it is convenient to 
























The first K  components represent the sum polarizations of the K  groups of 
isochronous spins and are collected in the vector S. The remaining N ~ K  linear 
combinations DQ are orthogonal to the sums and form the vector D, The master 
equation in the new basis reads
d “ s . f s ' y y S S  \ySD s
=  W L --
di J>_ _ D y y  DS y y D D D
( 11)
LWL - 1 The conservation ofwhere the kinetic matrix W L is given by W L = 
polarization requires that the sum over the column vectors of W ss vanish. Except 
for special cases, W L is not block diagonal and the full matrix has to be considered, 
Nevertheless, if differential relaxation of the nQ spins during the preparation and the 
evolution period of the 2D experiments in figure 2 can be neglected, the part D of 
the polarization vector starts the mixing process with all its elements equal to zero. 
Thus, the initial time evolution of the observable sum polarizations in S is exclusively 
determined by the upper left block W 55. We consider the transfer from the spin group 
B at Qb to the spin group A  at QA. In analogy to equation (8), we obtain
W O  = W f B T„, -ƒ&, (12)
where is the quasi-equilibrium intensity of the nA spins of group A  after a uniform 
distribution of the initial U-spin intensity I % ( N /n A) among the N  spins of the sample. 
The rate constant W SAB is the average sum of all rate constants leading from one spin 
of group B  to all spins of group A :
W SA  =  -  I  £  Wip for A B.
ftji i e A  je B
(13)
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From equation (12), the relative cross-peak intensity in the initial rate regime is
I  A l l i u m )  N  rJJ.gS
f eq n1 AB n
W A B Xm =  R A B *m -  ( 14)
The corresponding cross-peak grows with the rate constant R AB towards its 
equilibrium intensity. R AB is preferred to W f B because of the symmetry, R AB =  R BA. 
It can easily be obtained from 2D experiments via equation (14). Later it will also 
become apparent that the variations of R AB directly reveal local order when all 
intensities of the ZQ spectra F(J (0) appearing in the rate constants Wu are equal. 
Combining equations (13), (14), and (1) leads to
—  I  2  ^  ~  ?  I  I  « W  (15)
nAnB ieA jçB M'A ^ B ^ jeB
Because sfj depends only on the resonance frequencies of the isochromates A  and 
B, it can be replaced by s \ B and moved in front of the summation. For a general 
case, the interpretation of a measured value for R AB in terms of spatial order, described 
by bfj, is difficult. Each dipolar contribution bfj in the double sum of equation (15) 
must be weighted with a line-shape contribution jFy (0) and the sum must be evaluated 
explicitly. If, however, all involved zero quantum transitions that contribute to the 
isochromates A  and B  have the same intensities at zero frequency, i.e.
Ftj (0) =  Fab(0), for all i and j  with Qt =  QA and Qs =  QB, (16)
it is possible to average separately the dipolar frequency contributions bfj and to 
rewrite equation (15), in analogy to equation (1), in the form
R ab(Qa > &b) ”  2  sabQabFAb$ ) '  (17)
gAB is the geometrical rate factor between the spin groups A  and B:
9 a *  =  — 1 L  I  b f j ■ (18)
^A^B A jcB
It contains the structural information carried by the rate constant R AB. If order is 
present, the orientation of the CSA tensors is correlated with the mean square 
coupling frequency that appears in equation (18) and the variations of the geometrical 
rate factor gAB reveal local order. At first, the multiplication with the total number 
of spins N  might seem inappropriate. However, if one considers the summation over 
macroscopic sample volumes where the number of summed terms is very large, but 
only very few of them contribute significantly to gAB, the role of N  becomes obvious 
as it renders gAB independent of the size of the sample. The only parameter that still 
needs to be determined is the spectral rate factor FAB(0).
Except for selected spin pairs in single crystal samples [21] a direct experimental 
determination of i^(0) is difficult. As an approximation ^-(0) can be estimated from 
the convolution of the single-quantum (IQ) spectra f t(cd) and fi(co) of the spins i and 
j  [3, 22,23]:
(0) =  [ ƒ(© ) * /j ( -© ) ] (0 ) .  (19)
This approximation assumes that the dipolar fields at sites i and j  owing to 
‘extraneous spins’ are not correlated [24] and that the IQ lineshapes are homogeneous
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[18]. In addition, it disregards the line-shape contribution of the dipolar coupling 
between the spins i and j. If
f k(co) =  fi(co)9 for all spins k and I in each isochromate, (20)
a condition that has to be verified on a case by case basis, f(co)  and fj(co) can be 
replaced by the sum line-shapes f A(w) and f B(co), respectively, and
Fa s (0) =  U a (co) * f B( -  a;)] (0), (21)
If the zero-quantum line-shapes of all spin pairs that resonate at frequencies (QA, QB) 
are the same, equations (17), (18), and (21) form the basis for studying local 
order with polarization-transfer techniques.
If the separation of the geometrical and the spectral contributions as in equation 
(17) is not feasible because of variations of the IQ spectra within a given isochromate, 
the rate constants R AB must be evaluated according to equation (15) as a complicated 
average over products of coupling frequencies and zero-quantum line intensities. The 
interpretation of experimental data then requires a molecular model that includes 
the interactions which control the variations of the ZQ line-shape as well.
3. The two polarization-transfer experiments
3.1. Proton-driven polarization transfer
The basic proton-driven polarization-transfer experiment is shown in figure 2 (a). 
During the preparation period, 5-spin coherence is generated by Hartmann-Hahn 
cross polarization. It freely precesses during the evolution period in the presence of 
I-spin decoupling. The mixing period is preceded by a n/2  5-spin pulse that converts 
the coherence into polarization. 5 spins are allowed to exchange their polarization 
during the mixing period under a Hamiltonian containing the chemical shielding 
interactions, and the homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar interactions of the 5 
and I spins. A second k/2  5-spin pulse terminates the mixing process and precedes 
detection, proceeding again under 7-spin decoupling.
The line-width of the ZQ spectrum Ftj (co), that is required to evaluate geometrical 
rate factors from experimental polarization-transfer rate constants through equation 
(17), is given by the I - S  and the I - I  dipolar interactions, while its centre frequency
— Qj is equal to the chemical shielding difference of the two spins 5f and 5j, as 
shown in figure 1. Several drawbacks have their roots in these dependencies of the 
ZQ spectrum when polarization-transfer measurements are used for structural 
studies, (i) The position of the ZQ spectrum centre at — Qj introduces a strong 
frequency dependence of the polarization-transfer rate constant, especially in high 
magnetic fields where the range of chemical shielding can significantly exceed the 
dipolar line-width of the ZQ spectrum, (ii) For 5 spins with directly bonded / 
spins, the dominant heteronuclear dipolar interactions cause a strong orientational 
dependence of the dipolar line-width of the ZQ spectrum. Both effects lead to 
variations of the rate constants throughout the 2D spectrum. They are difficult to 
correct and impede the interpretation of the polarization transfer data in terms of 
geometrical rate factors and structural information, (iii) The strong heteronuclear 
dipolar broadening of the zero-quantum line causes low ZQ intensities and thus low 
transfer rate constants.
For methyl groups, where the 13C chemical shielding tensor is nearly axially
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symmetric and coaxial with the averaged heteronuclear dipolar interaction or for 
13C without directly attached protons, all IQ spectral contributions f t(co\ for a given 
resonance frequency Qh are nearly identical. Then, the geometrical rate factor can be 
extracted from the rate constants R AB through equation (17) using FAB(0) as evaluated 
from equation (21) based on experimental IQ spectra. However, in case of strong 
variations of FAB{0) as a function of (QA, Q B) this procedure may introduce large
errors in gAB.
3.2, Radio-frequency-driven polarization transfer
The RF-driven polarization-transfer experiment of figure 2 (b) differs from the 
proton-driven transfer by the presence of a strong spin-locking RF field on the S 
channel during the mixing period. This removes the three disadvantages mentioned 
for the proton-driven transfer, (i) In the case of continuous wave irradiation, the 
resonance-frequency differences are scaled by the RF-field of amplitude coi according
to
Q\ -  Qs, = (Qf + CO2, ) 1 1 2  -  (Qj + CO2 ) 112 «  (£ , -  Q.) (22)
2 co i
where the approximation is valid for coi »  Qj. Under these conditions the dipolar 
scaling factor is stj =  —1/2. (ii) Spin locking leads to heteronuclear decoupling and 
removes the effects of the I - S  interaction. The dipolar line-width is determined 
exclusively by the S -S  dipolar interactions. In natural abundance and for single-site 
S-spin labelled samples where many rather remote S spins contribute to the width 
of the ZQ spectrum of a spin pair, the homonuclear dipolar width has little 
orientation dependence, (iii) The much reduced line-width of the ZQ spectrum causes 
high peak intensities. Due to the scaled chemical shielding difference, the ZQ spectrum 
Fij^co) is sampled close to its maximum. This effect more than balances the smaller 
dipolar scaling factor of the RF-driven experiment so that the polarization-transfer 
rate constants are considerably larger than in the proton-driven experiment Combined 
with (ii), it also leads to a uniform intensity of the ZQ spectrum Fy (0). Then, the 
spectral rate factors FAB(0) in equation (17) are almost equal not only for spin pairs 
with the same resonance frequencies but over the whole 2D spectrum:
F a b (  0) =  F (  0). (23)
Under this condition, the rate constants R AB of equation (17) are directly proportional 
to gAB and any variation of R AB plotted as a function of (QA,Q B) directly reveals 
local order.
The scaling of the chemical shielding frequencies described by equation (22) can 
be much improved by using multiple-pulse sequences for spin-locking [18, 19, 25]. In 
the following, we will focus on the WALTZ 17 sequence with which the experimental 
results in this paper were obtained. Discussion and comparison of several pulse 
sequences can be found_in [18] and [25]. The WALTZ17 sequence [26] is defined 
by (342312423 342312423 342312423 342312423 a)n where 1 stands for a n/2  pulse, 2 
for a 7i pulse, 3 for a 3rc/2 pulse, and 4 for a 2n pulse. The bar indicates a 7i-phase 
shift, and a is the flip-angle of the 417th’ pulse.
We consider a system of two dipolar coupled S spins under the influence of a
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WALTZ17 sequence. The average homonuclear Hamiltonian up to first order is given
by [18]
Hu =  H \ f  + H \y  + a>(Six + Sjx)
S t j b u Q S ^ S j ,  -  S ,  ■ S j )  +  ( d [ ^ -  S i x  +  S j x  ) +  a > ( S i x  +  S j x ) .  ( 2 4 )
Hfj] denotes the secular average Hamiltonian of kth  order in the toggling frame. coL 
is the amplitude of the spin lock field and co =  (a/(487c +  a))co1 the average spin-lock 
field strength. The dipolar scaling factor is
The 17th pulse is required to provide an effective spin-locking field (last term in 
equation (24)) [18, 19]. In its absence higher-order terms in the average Hamiltonian 
cause a rapid decay of the polarization. On the other hand, the 17th pulse leads to 
a residual chemical shielding term (second term in equation (24)). For a =  tc/ 2, 
the chemical shielding is scaled by a factor i3i/(194a)1). The duration of the 
spin-lock pulse must be long enough to provide a sufficiently strong effective 
spin-locking field that inhibits the decay of the spin polarization but remains short 
enough to allow for an efficient reduction of the chemical shielding differences,
To evaluate the off-resonance performance of the WALTZ17 sequence beyond 
the limits of first-order average Hamiltonian theory, the effective Hamiltonian was 
calculated numerically. The time-dependent Hamiltonian introduces a sequence of 
unitary transformations. Their effect during the cycle time xc can be represented by 
an effective Hamiltonian H c({:
u  ( Tc) =  n  e x P  ( -  i H k  r k )  =  e x p  ( -  i H e [ [  t c) ,  Tc =  X  x k . ( 2 5 )
k k
can be computed from U ( t c) by the logarithmic relation
H efr =  —  I n  [ U ( t e) ] .  ( 2 6 )
The numerical solution of equation (26) is not unique [27] because of the periodic 
nature of the exponential function. This leads to difficulties when the parametric 
dependence of is investigated or plotted. To obtain a unique solution, the 
equation is transformed into an interaction frame rotating with the average RF field 
strength do, where the average effect of the sequence is neutralized. The time- 
dependent interaction-frame Hamiltonian is then
H*(t) = exp ( - i a F x t)[H(t) -  G)rf Fx] exp (m F xt \  (27)
with the total spin operator Fx =  Six> For computing the corresponding propagator 
Ua(rc), each time-dependent pulse is divided into short increments, 100 increments for 
the numerical calculations presented below, and an expression of the type of equation 
(25) is evaluated.
The scaling of the chemical shielding difference for WALTZ17 with a spin-lock 
pulse a =  iz/2 at a field strength of 100 kHz is shown in figure 3 (a). The differences 
are scaled within an offset range of 6 kHz to less than 6 Hz. The scaling of the dipolar 
interactions stj is plotted in figure 3 (£?). As expected, a scaling factor of —1/2 is found 
on-resonance. Within an offset of 6 kHz, deviates by less than 0*02 from
-0*5. The scaling of the homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian depends almost exclusively 
on the sum of the offsets. The scaling factor hardly varies along a line perpendicular 
to the diagonal.
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Figure 3. Scaling of the interactions in a 2D rotating frame polarization-transfer experiment 
under WALTZ 17 irradiation with a spin locking pulse a = n/2, (a) Scaled chemical 
shielding difference and (b) scaling factor of the dipolar coupling constant as functions 
of the two rotating frame resonance frequencies £?,* and Qj. The assumed RF-field 
strength is 100 kHz and the dipolar coupling constant 170 Hz. 50 x 50 data points were 
computed. At =  Qj =  0, the dipolar scaling is —0-5.
A continuous wave spin-locking of the S spins provides significantly better 
decoupling from the I  spins than a WALTZ 17 sequence that suffers from the weak 
effective RF field with the average amplitude co1a/(487r +  a). It cannot sufficiently 
suppress the effects of the dipolar fluctuations within the J-spin bath, as explained 
in [18]. This leads to a rapid decay of the spin-locked S-spin polarization in particular 
for rigid solids with strong ƒ - /  interactions.
It thus desirable to eliminate the effects of the heteronuclear I - S  interactions by 
additional /-spin decoupling. From the work of Haeberlen [28] and others it is known 
that heteronuclear continuous wave (CW) decoupling in the presence of a homo- 
nuclear multipulse sequence works only for discrete amplitude values. In [29] it was 
found experimentally that WALTZ sequences can be applied simultaneously with 
windowless BLEW sequences [30] to improve the heteronuclear decoupling efficiency 
of WALTZ. By combining the WALTZ 17 sequence with a BLEW 12 irradiation to the 
protons at a)iH =  co\3C =  100 kHz, we were able to lengthen T \ l c by a factor 
of two to five depending on the strength of the heteronuclear dipolar interactions. 
Eight BLEW12 cycles fit exactly in the duration of a WALTZ16 cycle. No 
irradiation to the protons is applied during the 17th pulse. This combination is 
successful when the carbons have no attached protons. In the presence of directly 
bonded protons, a partial decay of the polarization still occurs in the first few 
milliseconds of the spin-locking experiment.
The imperfect performance of the combination WALTZ17/BLEW12 arises 
probably from the misfit caused by the 17th pulse. To eliminate it, the sequence was 
changed to WALTZ16, however with the -fx  pulse amplitude 2% larger than for the 
- x  pulses. This modified sequence, denoted by WALTZ16E, where the final E stands 
for ‘effective field’, has the same average spin-lock field strength and performs for 
polarization transfer as well as the WALTZ 17 with a n/2  17th-pulse, However, it 
has better spin-locking properties, exemplified in figure 4. The figure shows the decay 
of the spin-locked polarization under the combinations WALTZ17/BLEW12 and 
WALTZ16E/BLEW12 at cot =  100 kHz for two isochromates of differently oriented
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Figure 4. Decay of the polarization of the methoxy carbon in singly 13C-labelIed s-PMMA 
under spin-lock sequences for two orientations of the methyl group in the B0 field. 
Crosses are for methyl groups with an axis nearly parallel to the B0 field. Circles represent 
methyl groups whose axis is approximately at the magic angle, (a) WALTZ 17 
spin-locking sequence with a =  tc/2. (b) WALTZ 16E sequence where the pulses along 
+ x  had an amplitude 2% larger than the ones along the — x direction. Both spin-lock 
sequences were combined with a BLEW 12 irradiation applied to the protons. The 
amplitudes of the RF fields on the two channels for the + x  pulses were 100 kHz.
methoxy groups in singly 1JC-labelIed syndiotactic poly(methyl methacrylate). 
Experimental details are given in the next section. For methyl groups whose symmetry 
axis is close to the magic angle orientation with respect to the static field (circles), 
both sequences behave equally well because the dipolar ƒ - /  interactions are 
weak (below 2 kHz). On the other hand for methyl groups rotating parallel to B 0 
(crosses), the rapid decay of polarization within the first 2 ms, observed with 
WALTZ17/BLEW  12, can be avoided by the use of WALTZ16E/BLEW12. This 
improvement was also verified with other samples.
4. Experimental
4.1. Synthesis and characterization o f  carbon-13 enriched polymers
Measurements were carried out with polymers selectively labelled with 13C. 
Atactic and isotactic polystyrene (a-PS and i-PS) were 13C-labelled (13C >  99%) at 
the carbon atom in the phenyl ring directly bonded to the main chain, referred to 
as C x later on, and 13C-depleted at the methylene group in the main chain. 
Syndiotactic poly(methyl methacrylate) (s-PMMA) was 13C-labelled at the methoxy 
group.
4.1.1. l - ( l - i z C -Phenyt)-2-i2 C-ethylene (below: l - i3 C~$-l2 C-styrene) 
l - 13C-Benzoic acid (13C >  99%) (ICON Services Inc., Summit, NJ, USA) was 
reduced [31] with N aA lH 2(OCH2CH2OCH3)2 to benzyl alcohol, and the alcohol
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oxidized [32] with polymer-bound pyridinium dichromate to benzaldehyde. Styrene 
was obtained by a Wittig reaction [33] between the aldehyde and the triphenyl 
phosphonium salt [34] of 12CH3Ï (12C >  99-9%) (Glaser AG, Basel, Switzerland). 
The overall yield of chemically pure styrene (1-13C >  99%, p-12C >  99-9%) was 51%,
4.1.2. Atactic poly(l-x3 C- (3-12C-styrene)
l - 13C-P-12C-Styrene was polymerized [35] with dibenzoylperoxide at 60 °C for 
66 h to atactic poly(l-13C-P-12C-styrene) (1-13C >  99%, p-12C >  99-9%) with a yield 
of 99%. The polymer was purified by repeated dissolution in benzene and precipitation 
in methanol. It has the characteristics M w =  105 000, M w/M n = 1-7 (size-exclusion 
chromatography with detectors for refractive index, viscosity, and light scattering) 
and Tg =  95 °C.
4.1.3. Isotactic poly(l-L3C-$-l2C-styrene)
A supported Ziegler-Natta catalyst of the type TiCl4/ethylbenzoate/MgCl2/ 
A1(CH2CH(CH3)2)3 [36] was used to polymerize l - 13C-P-12C-styrene. After poly­
merization for 48 h at ambient temperature, p o ly (l-13C-(3-12C-styrene) ( l - i3C >  99%, 
P-12C >  99*9%) was recovered by precipitation in acidic methanol and washing with 
methanol. The isotactic polymer was obtained after extraction with methylethylketone 
(yield 67%). It has the characteristics M n — 1200000 (o-dichlorobenzene, 135 °C), 
tacticity (m) =  97%, crystallinity about 45% (by X-ray) and Tm =  220 °C.
4.1.4. Syndiotactic poly(12 C-methyl methacrylate)
i3C-Methyl methacrylate was prepared by amine-catalyzed reaction of l 3C- 
methanol (13C >  99%) (MSD Isotopes Inc,, Montreal, Canada) with methacryloyl 
chloride [37], Ion-coordination polymerization initiated with triethylaluminium and 
TiCl* in toluene at — 78 °C yielded syndiotactic poly(13C-methyl methacrylate) 
(13C >  99%). The stereoregularity was measured with LH-NM R to 90% syndiotactic, 
9% heterotactic, and 1% isotactic triads. The obtained polymer was amorphous and 
the molecular weights are: Mn =  173 000, M w — 226000 and M w/M n =  1*5.
4.2. N M R  measurements
The NMR measurements were performed at 295 K on a home-built spectrometer 
operating at a proton resonance frequency of 220 MHz. The RF-field strengths on 
both channels of the spectrometer were matched to 100 kHz for all RF-driven 
polarization-transfer experiments and to 70 kHz for the proton-driven polarization- 
transfer and for the separated local field experiments.
For the RF-driven measurements in a-PS, the standard WALTZ17/BLEW12
pulse-sequence combination with a 17th pulse corresponding to a n/2  rotation was
used. The Tlp values of the enriched carbons in a-PS were found to be about 40 ms
with variations across the powder pattern below 15%. No difference in the polarization
decay was found for the enriched polystyrene sample when comparing WALTZ17/
BLEW 12 and WALTZ16E/BLEW12. Additional measurements according to the
proton-driven pulse scheme (figure 2 (a)) at room temperature and at 180 K excluded
any contribution from CSA tensor reorientation to the cross-peak intensities when
measuring polarization-transfer rate constants at room temperature in singly labelled 
a-PS.
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For methoxy-13C-labelled s-PMMA, the one-bond lH - 13C dipolar interactions 
introduce a significant orientational dependence of Tlp. In this sample, the 
WALTZ 16E pulse sequence was used with an amplitude of the x-pulses 2% larger 
than that of the - x  pulses. As a result the initial fast decay of the S-spin 
polarization in the multiexponential Tip curve (figure 4) disappeared and an 
approximately exponential rotating-frame relaxation with time constants of about 
33 ms with 25% variations across the powder pattern were observed at a RF-field 
strength of 100 kHz. This is much longer than the longest mixing time of 5 ms used 
to evaluate the rate constants. Therefore, significant Tip effects on the evaluated 
polarization-transfer rate constants can be ruled out. As for a-PS, additional 
measurements according to the proton-driven pulse scheme (figure 2 (a)) at room 
temperature and at 180 K were performed in s-PMMA to exclude any significant 
contribution from CSA tensor reorientation to the cross-peaks when measuring 
polarization-transfer rate constants.
5. Quasi-equilibrium polarization-transfer spectra of polystyrenes and s-PMMA
Quasi-equilibrium polarization-transfer spectra, that provide information on the 
heterogeneity of a sample were obtained using the proton-driven technique. Such 
spectra could not be recorded by RF-driven polarization transfer because of 
power-dissipation problems during long mixing times. The differences in transfer rate 
constants, discussed in the next section, do not affect the quasi-equilibrium state 
reached after a sufficiently long mixing time.
The 2D polarization-transfer spectrum of a-PS in figure 5 (a) was recorded with 
a mixing time of 10 s within which, based on model calculations, spin diffusion covers 
a root mean square distance of 50 to 80 A. The 2D spectrum can be fitted, within 
experimental error, by a 2D product of the one-dimensional (ID) lineshape function 
f(co) which is given, as an inset, in figure 5 (a):
ƒ  (a>i, co2) =  ƒ  (co1)/(co2). (28)
This result shows that a-PS is, averaged over a distance of 50-80 A, a homogeneous 
system where all molecular sites and relative orientations of phenyl groups are 
randomly represented. There are apparently no ordered domains with dimensions 
exceeding 50-80 A.
The same features are found for amorphous s-PMMA. A quasi-equilibrium 
spectrum obtained with a mixing time of 4 s is shown in figure 6. Again it is possible 
to fit the 2D spectrum by a product of one-dimensional line-shape functions as in 
equation (28), and there is no orientational order within a sphere of 32 to 50 A.
To demonstrate the sensitivity to microscopic order, we show in figure 5 (b) a 
polarization-transfer spectrum of semicrystalline i-PS recorded under the same 
conditions as figure 5 (a). It is immediately apparent that this 2D spectrum cannot 
be the product of two one-dimensional functions. The dominant diagonal ridge 
indicates that on the experimental time-scale not all spins communicate equally with 
each other. This is not astonishing since the sizes of the crystallites typically exceed 
200 A in semicrystalline polymers [38]. The ordered domains are thus larger than the 
distance of 50 to 80 A over which polarization can diffuse within 10 s. Consequently, 
the 2D spectrum of figure 5 (b) consists of independent and additive contributions 
from the various crystallites, randomly oriented, and from an amorphous part. Indeed 
it is possible, as shown in figure 7, to obtain the pure crystalline contributions by
■ i ■. i .■
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computer model simulations. At first, the offset dependence of the rate constants is 
discussed. It could adversely affect the significance of the experimental results.
6.1. Experimental offset dependence o f  the RF-driven polarization-transfer
rate constants
The offset dependence of the rate constants Wu for the RF-driven polarization 
transfer is given by the scaled chemical shielding difference and the dipolar scaling 
factor both plotted in figure 3. To test this dependence, we measured five 2D 
polarization-transfer spectra for a-PS with the RF carrier positioned at an offset of 
0, 2, 4, 6, and 10 kHz from the centre frequency of the 13C powder pattern that 
spreads over ±  6 kHz. The mixing time of 7 ms ensures that the cross-peak intensities 
are still in the initial rate regime. The intensities were measured at four locations a,
6, c, and d within the 2D spectra for all five offsets of the RF carrier. This leads to 
the four offset dependence plots shown in figure 8.
The theoretical offset dependence was computed from equation (17) with the 
values of figure 3. The line-shape function of the ZQ spectrum was assumed to be 
Gaussian with a full width at half height of 160 Hz as estimated from the 
homogeneous width of the proton-decoupled 13C spectrum. For each of the graphs
a, b, c, and d the maximum value is normalized to 1, and there is no absolute relation 
between them. The survey plot of figure 8 (e) shows that the strongest offset 
dependence is parallel to the main diagonal.
For the graphs a and b that monitor the offset dependence near the main diagonal 
the agreement between experiment and calculation is good. However, there is a 
stronger experimental offset dependence in the graphs c and d that are further away 
from the diagonal. It could be attributed to an overestimate of the width of the ZQ 
transition, in any case, the variation within the offset range of ± 6  kHz used in the 
2D plots of this paper, and identical to the grey square in figure 8 (e), is less than 
10%. This implies that for the RF-driven polarization transfer the polarization- 
transfer rate constants are a direct measure for the geometrical rate factors as 
mentioned already in section 3.2.
6.2. Spectral factors of the proton-driven polarization-transfer rate constants
In contrast to the RF-driven polarization transfer, the evaluation of geometrical 
rate factors from the rate constants of proton-driven polarization transfer must take 
into account the dependence of F AB(0) on (QA, QB), In the absence of a direct measure 
for the ZQ line-shape function, it is necessary to estimate it based on equation (21). 
The single-quantum line-shape functions f A (co) and f B(co) are extracted as sections 
along coi at co2 — QA and QB, respectively, from the separated local field spectra [40] 
of figure 9. The spectra were recorded in the absence of decoupling during the 
evolution period.
For the 13C i-enriched a-PS, all sections along coL of the separated local field 
spectrum of figure 9 (a) are singlets. The full width at half height of the nearly 
Gaussian sections varies within 5-6 ±  1-4 kHz. The reason for this moderate variation 
is the absence of directly bonded protons and a rather isotropic distribution of the 
nearest neighbours. Assuming uncorrelated broadening mechanisms, this leads to a 
ZQ line-width larger by a factor of <J2> amounting to 7*9 ±  2*0 kHz. It should 
be mentioned that this estimation disregards the fact that the sections through


























Figure 8. Frequency dependence of the cross-peak intensity for RF-driven polarization 
transfer under a WALTZ17 pulse sequence. The relative cross-peak intensities IABf  
max\_IAB] measured in a-PS are given by the circles. The corresponding theoretical values 
in the initial rate regime s ^ F ^ O V m a x f s ^ F ^ O ) ]  are given by the curves. In (a)~(d) 
the intensities are plotted as functions of the RF-carrier frequency oflsei from the 
centre of the powder pattern. At offset zero, the 2D spin-diffusion spectrum of a-PS 
covers the grey area in (e). The grey square in (e) indicates the region covered by the a-PS 
spectrum for a carrier offset of 10 kHz. The experimental points were recorded for offsets 
0 ,2 ,4 ,6} and 10 kHz. The measured points in (a)-(d) lie on the respective traces indicated 
in (e). The theoretical curves are computed from the data of figure 3 for a uniform ZQ 
spectrum whose full width at half height is 160 Hz. The contours in the survey plot (¿) 
indicate s^F^COJ/maxCs^BF^CO)]. At QA =  QB =  0, this factor is 1.
figure 9 (a) may consist of superimposed lines with different widths. A model 
calculation based on isotactic trans-trans diads with phenyl groups perpendicular 
to the chain axis shows that the line-width variation is less than 10% within a given 
isochromate. The dependence of the computed values 7 ^ ( 0 )  on QA and QB is shown 
in figure 10 (a). It is obvious that the strong offset dependence requires a resonance- 
frequency-dependent correction of the experimental rate constants before their 
interpretation in terms of order.
The situation for amorphous 13C-methoxy-labelled s-PMMA is different insofar 
as the separated local field spectrum of figure 9 (b) shows for several sections along


















Figure 9. Contour plot of the separated local field spectra of the 13C-labelled a-PS (a) and 
s-PMMA (b), The chemical shielding-resolved single-quantum line-shapes under coupling 
to the protons can be obtained from sections along cot. For s-PMMA, the quartet 
splitting along a>t is due to the dominating heteronuclear dipolar interactions with the 
three methyl protons.
cdx a clear quartet structure due to the three methyl protons. The quartet splitting 
strongly depends on the chemical shielding position because of the nearly coaxial 
dipolar and CSA tensors. The same treatment as for a-PS leads to the offset 
dependence of 7 ^ (0 )  shown in figure 10 (b). It is qualitatively similar to figure 10 (a), 
taking into account the smaller frequency range in figure 10 (b).
6.3. Discussion o f  the geometrical rate factors in a-PS and s -P M M A
Based on proton-driven and RF-driven polarization-transfer spectra of amorphous 
a-PS with mixing times from 1 to 50 ms and 0*5 to 4 ms, respectively, the rate 
constants, shown in figure 11 (a) and (c), were evaluated in the initial rate regime as 
functions of the offset frequencies QA and QB. A comparison of the resulting 
geometrical rate factors from (a) the proton-driven rate constants with (c) the 
RF-driven ones is also given in figure 11, The comparison is limited to a slice parallel 
to the diagonal in the 2D spectrum because of large experimental errors outside of 
this range for the proton-driven data. From the RF-driven rate constants, the















Figure 10. Intensity of the ZQ spectrum at frequency zero for a pair of 13C-labelIed carbon 
isochromates under coupling to the protons for the cross-peak region of (a) amorphous 
a-PS and (b) s-PMMA. ^ ^ ( 0 )  was computed from equation (21). The IQ spectra/¿(co) 
and /Jjf(fl>) were extracted from the corresponding 2D experiments of figure 9 along (Dt 
at cd2 =  Qa and co2 =  &B'
geometrical rate factors are easily evaluated from equation (17) using the experi­
mentally determined value of F AB(0) =  8*4 x 10” 4 s. Here gAB has the same offset 
dependence as R AB and is also given in figure 11 (c) using the second scale. The 
geometrical rate factors extracted from R AB by division by F AB(0) of figure 10 (a) 
and the appropriate scaling factor (equation (17)) are given in figure 11 (b). This 
correction of the rate constants reduces the incline both along and perpendicular to 
the main diagonal of the profile of figure 11 (a), as far as it is due to the offset 
dependence of F AB(0). It leads to a geometrical rate-factor profile that matches well 
the one of the RF-driven transfer in figure 11 (c).
The rate constants and the geometrical rate factors from the RF-driven experi­
ments are shown over the full frequency range in figure 12 (a). The highest 
values are found along the diagonal and, in particular, on the low-frequency side 
corresponding to i3C x nuclei in phenyl-ring planes oriented perpendicularly to the 
external field. For this orientation, the principal axis associated with the most shielded 
principal value of the CSA tensor is aligned, approximately, with the external field.


















Figure 11. (a) Rate constants of proton-driven polarization transfer for part of the cross-peak 
region of amorphous 13C-labelled a-PS. The rate constants were measured in the initial 
rate approximation for ten mixing times up to 50 ms. (b) Geometrical rate factors 
obtained from the rate constants in (a) according to equation (17). sAB = 1 and the 
corresponding spectra rate factors ^ ^ ( 0) are taken from the data presented in figure 
10 (a). (c) Rate constants of RF-driven polarization transfer under WALTZ17/BLEW12 
irradiation in 13C-labelled a-PS measured in the initial rate approximation with 
eight mixing times up to 4 ms. The second scale indicates the geometrical rate 
factors obtained from Rrj B according to equation (17) using sAB =  —1/2 and / ^ ( O )  = 
F Ti(0) =  8*4 x 10~4 s. The displayed frequency range is restricted to the same domain 
as in (a) to ease the comparison. In the ground plane, a density plot is given to facilitate 
the interpretation of the 3D plots.
The observed enhanced transfer ra tes betw een rings tha t  a re  b o th  o rien ted  per­
pendicularly to the external field d irection  can  be caused e ither by the  distance 
dependence ( r ^ 6) o r  the angular  dependence  (3 cos2 fly — 1) of the  d ipo la r  coupling  
frequency and we canno t unam biguously  de term ine  the indiv idual co n tr ib u t io n  of 
these terms to  the observed varia tions o f  the  coupling  frequency. T h e  disc-like 
geom etry  of the phenyl rings suggests th a t  tw o rings th a t  a p p ro ach  each o th e r  closely 
are nearly parallel with 9(j values m uch  sm aller th a n  90°. B o th  con tr ib u t io n s  can 
explain the observed short-range o rder  in figure 12. F o r  larger in ter-r ing  distances, the






























Figure 12. (a) Rate constants of RF-driven polarization transfer under WALTZ17/BLEW12 
irradiation in 13C-labelled a-PS measured in the initial rate approximation with 
mixing times up to 4 ms. The plot extends the data shown in figure 11 (c) and covers 
the full cross-peak area. The second scale indicates the corresponding geometrical 
rate factors obtained from R A]} according to equation (17) using sAB = --1/2 and 
^ ab(^) =  F rf(0) =  8-4 x 10” 4 s. (b) Polarization-transfer rate constants and geometrical 
rate factors computed from the a-PS microstructure that best agree with the experi­
mental values displayed in (a). The data were averaged over 15 structures obtained 
in a molecular dynamic simulation of that microstructure. The rate constants are 
computed according to equation (17) using the same parameters sAB and F rf(0) 
as in (a).
importance of the angular term is expected to decrease. A more specific explanation 
requires detailed modelling of amorphous atactic polystyrene (a-PS).
To obtain more insight into local ordering, computer simulations of amorphous 
a-PS have been undertaken which will be described in more detailed elsewhere [41]. 
Twenty four microstructures of a-PS, constructed by Rapold et a l  [42] containing 
40 monomer units of a-PS, were submitted to 500 steps energy minimization and to 
a 25 ps molecular dynamics procedure to obtain low energy conformations. They 
were analysed in terms of the relative orientation of the phenyl groups and the 
distances. Hypothetical profiles of geometrical rate factors that could be compared 
with figure 12 (a) were computed and averaged for each microstructure over the last 
3/5 of a 25 ps molecular dynamics run. The microstructure whose profile best agreed 
with the experimental results was selected.
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The weighted distribution of the angle p  between two phenyl planes for given 
ranges of C i- C l distances extracted from the selected microstructure is shown in 
figure 13. In the distance interval 3 -4  A low angles dominate, indicating a preference 
for nearly parallel rings at short distances. For the intervals 4 -5  A and 5 -6  A already
a virtually isotropic arrangement exists.
The profile of geometrical rate factors of the selected microstructure is displayed 
in figure 12 (b). It exhibits features remarkably similar to the experimental data of 
figure 12 (a). The same trend of the intensities, increasing towards the diagonal and 
towards the low-frequency side, is visible. Apparently the computed distribution, 
characterized in figure 13, represents the experimental situation w ell It can thus be 
concluded that a significant orientational correlation among the phenyl groups exists 
within a distance range of 3 -4  A. Most of the phenyl pairs, whose C^-Cj distances 
are less than 4 A, belong to neighbouring monomer units. However, it is not clear 
whether the ordering is exclusively caused by geometric properties of the phenyl 
groups determining the distance of closest approach or whether there is an ordering 
mechanism that goes beyond this geometrical eifect. Assuming that the order in 
amorphous a-PS decays with increasing distance the NM R data also support the 
absence of orientational correlation between rings that are more than 5 A apart. 
These results do not agree with previous structural investigations in atactic polystyrene 
with wide-angle X-ray [43] and wide-angle neutron scattering [44, 45]. In the X-ray 
study, supramolecular structures were postulated with stacking of the phenyl rings 
over 15 A, whereas the results from neutron diffraction were interpreted in terms of 
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Figure 13. Weighted distribution p(ft)/sin (/?) of the angle ft between two phenyl planes as
a function of the distance between the two C x carbons. The considered distance interval
appears in the respective plot. The distributions were calculated from 15 time frames
taken from the molecular dynamics simulation of the microstructure whose profile of
geometrical rate factors best agrees with the experimental values displayed in figure 
12 (a).






















Figure 14. (a) Rate constants of proton-driven polarization transfer for the cross-peak region 
of amorphous 13C-labeIled s-PMMA. The rate constants were measured in the initial 
rate approximation for 12 mixing times up to 60 ms. (b) Geometrical rate factors are 
obtained from the rate constants in (a) according to equation (17). The dipolar scaling 
factor is set to sAB =  1 , and the corresponding spectral rate factors F AB(0) are taken 
from the data presented in figure 10 (b), (c) Rate constants of RF-driven polarization 
transfer under WALTZ 16E/ BLEW 12 irradiation measured in the initial rate approxi­
mation with ten mixing times up to 5 ms. The amplitude of the x pulses was set 2% 
higher than the one of the — x  pulses. The RF amplitude for the stronger pulses was 
100 kHz. The scale on the right indicates the geometrical rate factors obtained from 
R AB according to equation (17) using sAB — —1/2 and F AB(0) =  F rf(0) =  7-9 x 10” 4 s.
An analogous investigation of local order in s-PMMA is documented in figure 
14. The geometrical rate factors from the RF-driven polarization transfer in figure 
14 (c) show only a minor offset dependence along the main diagonal with a 20% 
increase from the low frequency to the high frequency end. A similar variation is also 
visible in the geometrical rate factors obtained from proton-driven transfer rate 
constants (figure 14 (b)) although artifacts from an imperfect offset correction of the 
raw rate constants by F AB(0) might be present. An insufficient correction seems to 
appear for large offsets in the 2D profile, leading to gAB values larger than the ones 
in figure 14 (c). It is unlikely that the 20% variation of the geometrical rate factors 
in figure 14 (c) is an experimental artifact. Neither the variations of Tip with the offset 
nor a variation of the homonuclear 13C line-width can explain it. The Tip values
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vary by 25% but their effect is negligible as they exceed the longest mixing time of 
5 ms by at least a factor of five. The average single-quantum transition dipolar 
line-width is 240 Hz (full width at half height) and the variations are smaller than 
8% with an incorrect tendency. It is therefore likely that the slight slope in the 
geometrical rate-factor profile indicates indeed a weak ordering eifect reflected in a 
variation of the average dipolar coupling between two methoxy carbons with different 
relative orientations of the methyl group axes. A distance variation as small as 3% 
could explain the observed 20% variation of the geometrical rate factors.
7. Conclusions
Two-dimensional polarization-transfer experiments for static samples can yield 
information on structure and order in crystalline, semicrystalline, and most inter­
estingly in amorphous solids. It is possible to measure either polarization-transfer 
rate constants in the initial rate regime to observe short-range order on a molecular 
scale up to a few Angstroms, or to record quasi-equilibrium spectra for monitoring 
heterogeneity and to characterize long-range order within a range of about 100 A.
For measurements of polarization-transfer rate constants, the RF-driven polariza­
tion-transfer experiment is to be preferred. It provides, without requiring any critical 
corrections of the data, access to the geometrical rate factors that can characterize 
spatial order. The proton-driven transfer rate constants, on the other hand, are 
susceptible to undesired frequency-offset effects and to an orientation-dependent 
dipolar line-width of the zero-quantum transition. Then, a frequency-dependent 
correction of the rate constants has to precede the evaluation of local order.
Only proton-driven polarization transfer is suitable for the measurement of 
quasi-equilibrium 13C polarization-transfer spectra. Power-dissipation problems 
during the required mixing times, generally up to a few hundreds of milliseconds, 
preclude the application of strong RF fields necessary for RF-driven polarization 
transfer. The mentioned variations of the transfer-rate constants under proton-driven 
conditions are not of much relevance for recording quasi-equilibrium spectra.
The experiments on amorphous samples of a-PS and s-PMMA have shown that 
in both samples there is little local ordering. A comparison with computer simulations 
allows us to quantify a relation between orientational order and minimum distance 
of phenyl rings in a-PS. The comparison also supports the view that the orientational 
correlation does not extend beyond about 5 A. The evaluated short-range ordering 
may possibly be explained by the disc-like geometry of the phenyl rings themselves. 
In the absence of a detailed structural model, local ordering among the methoxy 
groups in amorphous s-PMMA could not be quantified.
The study shows that structural information on amorphous samples is contained 
in NMR polarization-transfer data, and it is possible to detect the presence 
or absence of molecular order in a range of about 100 A. The quantitative 
evaluation of order parameters in partially ordered systems, however, requires 
extensive atomistic modelling. NM R provides then a sensitive test for accepting or 
rejecting structural and molecular models.
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